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get the translation in the online.Salix interior Salix interior is an Endemic
species of willow known for its characteristic and robust trunk and large
leaves. Distribution S. interior is distributed over the “greater part of the
eastern half of North America east of the Mississippi River and the United
States-Canadian border.” The wide variety of habitats the species is found

in include wetlands, plains, prairies, barrens, swamps, dunes, deserts,
mountain slopes, and mixed deciduous forests. It is also a common
nuisance in road banks. S. interior is “distinguished by its very large
leaves, which are often as large as 50 cm in diameter, and its dark,
deeply incised petioles.” Although the major difference between S.

interior and S. nigra is the pinnation, “the latter does not have the coarse,
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somewhat glossy hairs along the midrib, as the interior does. It is also
much more closely related to Salix pulchra of southern Russia.” Habitat
and Ecology S. interior grows in a wide variety of environments, but like
many North American willows it is most common in the Great Plains and

Prairie Lowlands in the northern regions of the continent. Some examples
of the habitats include the states of: Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, Mississippi, Missouri, Texas, Michigan, New York,
Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Connecticut, Missouri, Indiana, Kansas, Arkansas,

Colorado, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Missouri. S. interior is
found in areas that can have high to very high yearly rainfall. However,
“in some areas (e.g., eastern Texas and southeastern Oklahoma), this
species has been established on swamps with irregular rainfall.” This

species has been found to have a tolerance for “salt and drought-stressed
environments.” Conservation The conservation of S. interior is mainly

through land preservation and conservation easements. The annual rate
of population loss is 0.03% however, some endangered c6a93da74d
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